
This mountain modern style home is appointed on 1.57 acres that backs to dedicated open space and is
arranged to take in the beautiful Colorado mountain views via an expansive wrap around covered deck. The 5
bed, 6 bath design includes 6,043 finished square feet, and a spacious three car garage, that includes a
generous storage area or work space! 

The covered front porch opens into a spacious vaulted-ceiling great room with a stunning fireplace, inviting
sliding doors to the grand covered deck. Adjacent to the grand fireplace is the open-concept kitchen adorned
with a spacious centered island, luxury appliances, and a bright dine-in space that has exclusive access to the
covered deck. This mountain modern home is enriched with a private main floor guest room suite and a
spacious dedicated study. Opposite the guest suite is a welcoming main floor owner's retreat that is
embellished with a french door entrance, many expansive windows to take in the mountain views, a his/hers
closet, and a magnificent spa retreat, all topped off with private access to the fully covered back deck. What
makes this home especially unique at Fox Hill is the upper floor, isolated man cave that has it's very own
covered deck that will provide gorgeous Rocky Mountain views!

The lower level of this mountain modern style home is greeted by an incredibly spacious recreational room
and media area, all complete with a deluxe built-in wet bar, perfect for entertainment purposes. This grand
entertainment space has exclusive access to the covered patio, that will provide gorgeous views of the
Colorado mountain range. With two adjoining bedrooms connected by a spacious connecting bathroom and
each completed with a walk-in closet, a 5th bedroom with an en-suite bathroom, landscaped yard and open
space - this stunning custom home has been intentionally and methodically designed!
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THE ROCK BRIDGE
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5 BED,  6 BATH // 6,047 FINISHED SQFT
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